PEIMF annual event goes from strength to strength
At the end of November, we held our AGM along with the FREE members’ dinner,
karting event, ‘Working Together’ meeting and presentations. We enjoyed a really
fantastic, full and fruitful couple of days.

Ramsay takes a question

Alex collects the
winner’s trophy

THE VIEW FROM THE PITS
Our intrepid reporter, Jeff Young,
attended the event and was in the
thick of the karting action and here’s
his spectator’s viewpoint.
I arrived at the karting track to find
practice and safety instructions well
underway. The team racing commenced
shortly after, with full power and effort by
the very competitive teams.
TWO HOUR ENDURANCE

Vroom!

This was even preceded by an extra meeting of our committee at 11.30
(so thanks to all those guys for your commitment as always).
PEIMF members can read the minutes of the AGM and see the full accounts
on our website.
Three committee members were up for election; Andrew Olive of Pumptronics and
Robin Futcher from Commercial Fuel solutions were re-elected for a 3 year term.
Mark Sluman of Adler & Allan decided not to stand (so thanks for your time with us Mark).
MEMBER COMPANIES INVOLVED THIS YEAR
• Adler & Allan

• Nupi

• Ancorra

• Octane

• Berrys

• OLE

• Centre Tank Services

• Orbis Tech

• Commercial Fuel Solutions

• Petroassist

• Dover

• PFS Fueltec

• FuelMii

• Pumptronics

• FuelQuip

• Pumpwatch

• Gilbarco

• The Petrol Tank Co

• HATT

• TLM Group

• Hytek

• TSG

• Jackaman Insurance

• Triscan

• Karcher

• Sainsbury’s

• Kidderminster Fuelling

• Essar

• Lebury Welding

• Hunter Fuel Solutions

• MDM Services

• Clarke Construction

The racing continued for a further two
hours on the circuit, which is all on the
same flat level, with short straights wand
some tricky corners. Accidents were
minimal, but there was plenty of arm
waving and verbal abuse! Speed was of
the essence and so it was difficult to take
photos during the racing; which were best
taken when the yellow flags were waved to
slow racing.
After the final results, with all teams
eagerly watching the lap monitor, the team
from PFS Fueltec (aptly named ‘Pace
Focus & Style’) finished top of the podium
with 246 laps completed. ‘Team Torque’
from Centre Tank Services achieved the
fastest lap with a time of 25.43 seconds.

ON TO DINNER
The evening meal and presentation was
a great event, and a very enjoyable meal in
great company saw plenty of chatter.
Old pals catching up and reminiscing,
plus plenty of competitive banter amongst
the drivers,
The presentation of the karting trophies
was supplemented by a draw for the
new ‘Frank Hare award’, in honour of
our old pal.

Next morning,
the PEIMF AGM got
underway, Chaired by
Michelle Machesney in
a very competent manner, ably assisted
by General Secretary David Honeyman.
We enjoyed lots of interaction and input
from members.
After the full run of the agenda, I’m
pleased to report that the PEIMF is working
well and supporting the membership.
The committee are all involved on a
voluntary basis, do an exceptional job and
keep the PEIMF on a smooth even keel.
Their efforts should not be overlooked.

Well done to all the team.
Here’s to next year
The PEIMF spectator
(and founder member)
Jeff Young

And there’s more! Following on from the AGM, ‘Working Together’ got underway.
Ben Meech from Sainsbury’s gave a very informative talk on
pure fuels and filtration.

Ben Meech in full flow

Ramsay Macdonald of Essar gave a very good description of
upstream oil industry, with some very interesting highlights and
facts of the oil production at Essar Stanlow; plus the finer
points of Essar’s retail plans.

David Sommers and Phil Monger offered further explanation
on the partnership between the PEIMF and Hants Trading
Standards. A lot of help is available to members with any issues.
The day was well supported by a terrific group of members
and fully enjoyed by all.

• Merridale
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